
Friday 5th March 2021 

L.O: To write a newspaper article including quotes  

Success Criteria
To identify key features of a newspaper article 
To structure my writing in the style of a newspaper article 
To use a range of sentence structures 



Today we are finishing Chapter 
16: Questions 

As we are reading, think what information 
you could quote in your newspaper article. 











Recap: What are the features of a newspaper report?



Today, we will be finishing to write our 
own newspaper article. We can use the 
article in the book to help us.

We will be adding in details of the press 
conference and the questions that you 
formed Tuesday.

You need to focus on what opinion the reporter has. 

Are they shocked about the use of a pig in the transplant or 
pleased for Cam’s smooth recovery?

What message are they trying to send to readers?



Read through what you have written on Wednesday, 
editing as you go with green pen. 

Have you included a snappy headline?

The 5Ws in your orientation paragraph?

The past tense?

Third person?

A quote in each paragraph?



In your main body paragraphs, you can use your questions from Tuesday  with direct speech 
quotes or  reported speech. 

For example, if you had asked the question to Cam’s Mum:
Why did Cam need the heart surgery so quickly?

Cam’s Mum might have replied in direct speech which we could quote in the report.
”If it had not been this opportunity, Cam would have died within the year,” Cam’s Mum 
replied bravely. 

OR Reported speech = Synonym for said + THAT 
You do not need to use speech marks.

‘When asked about the urgency of the heart, Cam’s Mother replied bravely that if it had not 
been for this opportunity, Cam would have died within the year. 

Can you have a go with one of your questions from Tuesday? 
Create direct and reported speech!



Main Body Features 
Today, we are writing two further paragraphs:
Paragraph 3 – The successful surgery! 

How is Cam feeling now? What is he now able to do?

Paragraph 4 – The aftermath of the surgery 
Why is there so much press attention?
What did Marlon do? 

Year 6 Newspaper Report Criteria 
Clear paragraphs Reported speech
Chronological Order Columns
Third person Parenthesis 
Semi/colons Modal verbs 



Re-orientation Paragraph 
This is the conclusion paragraph of your article. 

Again, this provides a quick summary of what has happened and 
reminds the reader of why the article was written. 

For example:
This unprecedented surgery will go down in the history books as 
potential patients around the world will now be lining up for the 
possibility of another chance at survival. The young boy, Cam, now has 
a fully-functioning heart of a pig inside him and is well on the way to a 
normal and active lifestyle. Despite some backlash from the media 
and close friends, this family seem confident in their decision and 
readers can await to hear further news. 









Looking forward to reading your writing. 

Please send your finished work to Miss Sutherland:

ksutherland@kingsavenue.Lambeth.sch.uk

mailto:ksutherland@kingsavenue.Lambeth.sch.uk

